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R U L E B O O KTURN SEQUENCE

END OF TURN

1. “At the start of your turn” effects happen.
2. Villains at their Destination or sharing a space with the active player’s Character 

Attack only the active player. Resolve them in the order of your choosing.
3. Villains not sharing a space with a Character move 1 space towards their 

Destination by the shortest path. In case of a tie, move the Villain clockwise.
4. Add the top card of the main deck to the Line-Up slot with the fewest cards 

(including Villains). If there is a tie, the lower slot number wins the tie. 
5. Play cards from your hand.
6. Total up your Move and Power. Use your Move to travel around the city. Buy cards 

in your space with combined cost less than or equal to your Power total. As soon as 
you buy or gain a card, place it into your discard pile, unless instructed otherwise. 
You may play additional cards even after making purchases or moving. 

On the very first turn of the game, skip Steps 2-4 of the Turn Sequence.

Step
Step

Step

Step

Step
Step

1. Announce that you are ending your turn. Your turn is now over.
2. Place any cards remaining in your hand into your discard pile.
3. Resolve any “at the end of your turn” effects.
4. Place all the cards you played into your discard pile. Any unspent Power is lost.
5. Draw 5 cards.
6. The next player starts their turn. 

Do not shuffle your discard pile and make it your new deck just because you have no cards 
in your deck. Wait until you must draw, discard, or reveal a card from your deck. Then shuffle 
your discard pile, and it becomes your new deck.
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1. GETTING STARTED

TYPES OF CARDS

Each player is dealt 2 random oversized Super Hero cards, and chooses 1 of them. 
Alternately, each player may choose to play as their favorite Character. As this is a 
cooperative game, feel free to discuss Super Hero selection with your teammates. Grab the 
Character standee that matches your Super Hero and place it on your Super Hero card.

Players begin EACH SCENARIO with a starting deck of 6 Punch cards, 1 Helping Hand 
card, and 3 Run cards. You will use your Punch and Helping Hand cards to buy more 
powerful cards to add to your deck, improving it as the game goes on. Run cards allow you 
to move your Character around the city to buy the cards you need and thwart the Villains!  
The Helping Hand card can also be used to move your Character, but it is often better used 
to help an ally move even when it isn’t their turn.

In DC Deck-Building Game: Rebirth, you and your friends work together, taking on the 
roles of Superman, Wonder Woman, Batman, or other members of the Justice League across 
a series of linked Scenarios. During each Scenario, you will need to adapt to new and 
challenging circumstances, and build up a strong deck with the goal of defeating the DC 
Super-Villains before time runs out! Move your Characters around the city to find the cards 
you want for your deck and to stop the Villains’ dastardly plans!

Over 240 Game Cards
• 24 Punch Starter Cards
• 12 Run Starter Cards
• 4 Helping Hand Starter Cards
• 84 Main Deck Cards
• 8 Super-Villain Cards

8 Oversized Super Hero Cards
8 Character Standees with Bases
7 Double-Sided Location Tiles

• 35 Basic Cards
• 24 Signature Cards
• 15 Weakness Cards
• Over 40 Secret Scenario Cards  

(You won’t unlock them until the time is right!)

1 Threat Track
9 Threat Tiles
Lots of Tokens
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SET-UP THE LINE-UP

Each game is played across a cityscape 
that features Locations from the DC Universe. 
Each Location tile has 2 sides: One features 
a payment ability (Side A) and the other 
features a Basic card stack (Side B) from 
which you may buy. You will be playing  
with 5 of the 7 Location tiles each game,  
so games will always feel a little different.

1. Place the Threat Track in the middle of the 
play area. There is a Cooperative side 
and a Competitive side, so be sure to use 
the correct side for the type of game you 
are playing.

2. Place the Threat Track token on the 0.
3. Open the Scenario Pack for the Scenario 

you are about to play, Scenario #1 in this 
case. Consult the current Scenario card 
inside the pack for any modifications to 
the Threat Track. Scenario #1 uses the 
Threat Track as is. For 1-2 player games, 
you will find a “(1-2p)” modification to 
each Scenario’s Threat Track.

4. Consult the current Scenario card for 
which Locations will be used during the 
Scenario. Mix up those 5 Location tiles 
behind your back or under the table.

5. Place them randomly into the numbered 
slots, starting with Location Slot 1 and 
proceeding clockwise. 

6. Be sure that each tile has its correct side 
facing up.

7. Place a Destination token on each 
Location tile, as seen in the diagram.

8. Lastly, place the appropriate Basic cards 
face up on each of the Side B Locations.

Now that you have set up the cityscape,  
you are ready to create the main deck, which 
is where the cards in the Line-Up slots come 
from. The Line-Up slots are the gaps between 
each of the Location tiles.

1. The main deck is made up of all Hero, 
normal Villain, Equipment, and Super 
Power cards.

2. Shuffle the main deck, and then deal the 
cards into 5 face-down stacks. Stack 5 
will have 1 fewer card.

3. Consult the current Scenario card for any 
modifications or additions to the stacks.

4. Shuffle all 8 Super-Villains together and 
then add 2 Super-Villains each to Stacks 
2-5.

5. Shuffle each stack separately, then 
combine the 5 stacks, with Stack 5 on the 
bottom and Stack 1 on top. Don’t shuffle 
the individual stacks together. Your main 
deck is now ready to go. 

6. Fill the initial 5 Line-Up slots in order 
from 1-5 with cards from the top of the 
main deck. Line-Up Slot 1 is the space 
between Location #1 and Location #2, 
and so on. Cards in the Line-Up are 
always face up.

7. Place the Weakness stack near the main 
deck.

8. Consult the Campaign Log to see if any of 
this Scenario’s Locations have damage. 
Add Damage/Destroyed tokens to 
damaged Locations, so you can keep 
track of their total accumulated damage 
in real time.

9. You are now ready to begin!
This is what the cityscape might look like after shuffling the Locations 
and placing them randomly. Your opening Line-Up cards may vary. 

Do not match your set-up to this diagram.

After Super-Villains have been added to the stacks, shuffle each stack separately.  
Combine the stacks with Stack 5 on the bottom and Stack 1 on top to create your main deck.

Stack 1 Stack 2 Stack 3

Location 
Slot 1

Location 
Slot 5

Main Deck

Weakness
Stack

Threat Track

Threat
Track 
Token

Line-Up
Slot 1

Line-Up
Slot 5

Stack 4 Stack 5
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The Threat Track is an indicator of the amount of peril the city is in. As more and more Super-
Villains show up, things get increasingly worse. The pressure is on! Most of the Threat Levels 
have Ongoing text in red. That text is always applicable, even when the Threat token has 
moved to a higher level. One-Shot effects are in black text and happen only once, as soon 
as the Threat token moves to that Level. There are 2 sides to the Threat Track, but let’s examine 
the Cooperative side.

STARTING THREAT LEVELS IN DETAIL
0: Only Super-Villains cause the Threat Level to 
increase and only they make an Attack against each 
player when they appear. As a Super-Villain enters 
the Line-Up, increase the Threat Level by 1 before 
resolving the Attack.

1: If there are no Super-Villains in the Line-Up,  
you will be adding 2 cards to the Line-Up during 
Step 4 of the Turn Sequence. Place them 1 at a time, 
but place both before resolving any Attacks.

2: This is a One-Shot effect. If there is a tie for 
highest cost card, choose only 1 of them.

3: Remember that Super-Villains have the card 
type Villain!

4: This Level is blank for Scenario #1, so nothing 
bad happens right now. Just keep in mind that all of 
the previous Ongoing effects are still applicable!

5: When the Threat Level hits 5, time is running out! 
Place the Threat token on the “1” box to the right of 
Threat Level 5. Each member of your team will have 
3 more turns to complete the mission. The active 
player’s turn that is already underway is the first of 
their 3. Each time the player who started this end of game clock starts a new turn, move the 
Threat token 1 space to the right. When you need to move the token and there are no more 
spaces, the game ends immediately. Additional Super-Villains may enter the Line-Up during 
these final 3 rounds, but they do not affect the Threat Track. They still Attack and move as 
usual. Note that you may defeat any 5th Super-Villain to win. It doesn’t have to be the one 
that increased the Threat Track to 5.

In future Scenarios, the Threat Track may change up by way of Threat tiles. Consult the current 
Scenario card for any changes to the Threat Track. The Threat tiles are lettered from A to I. The 
Scenario card will call out the letter of the Threat tile that will be used and where it goes. If 
it “Covers” a Level, that means you will place the tile on top of the printed text at that Level. 
If it says to “Add” it, place it to the right of the printed text. All text boxes for that Level are 
applicable. If it mentions a “Blank,” flip an unused tile over to cover the printed text of  
that Level.

THE THREAT TRACK

CAMPAIGN SCENARIOS

Rebirth is a cooperative Campaign game. As such, you and your team will be facing down 
an increasingly difficult and varied set of Scenarios that you must overcome through a series 
of linked games. It is recommended that you play through the Campaign with the same group 
of players, so that everyone can experience the progression of their Character. However, 
adding or removing players mid-Campaign will not ruin the experience. 

Each Scenario comes in a resealable packet and will dictate how to set things up, any game 
parameters, and various other Scenario story points and clues. The previous set-up guide is 
correct only for the first Scenario of the Campaign. When you open a Scenario Pack,  
don’t flip over the cards and start reading through them. There are many secrets and surprises 
in store for you. The Scenario card, the top card of each pack will give you the set-up 
information you need for that Scenario.

The Start and Story information will let you know if you need to remove any cards from 
the previous main deck and will also introduce the Scenario, any new rules, and other 
housekeeping activities.

The Locations section tells you which Location tiles will be used in that Scenario. Mix up these 
tiles before placing them into the 5 positions at random. Make sure the correct side is face up 
after placing them. The Threat Track section will tell you if there are any modifications to be 
made on the Threat Track for this Scenario. “(1-2p)” means a 1 or 2 player game.  The Main 
Deck section tells you how to add the base Super-Villains to the stacks and how to add any 
new cards to the stacks as well. Don’t peek at the cards you add to the stacks!

Cards under the Scenario card are face down. If it doesn’t have the standard card back, it 
will not be going into the main deck. If it has the standard card back, the Scenario card will 
tell you which stack to place it in. If you don’t see that info, don’t add it to any of the stacks. 
The Scenario card will tell you where the face-down cards go. 

As you complete Scenarios of the Campaign, keep track of your team’s progress using the 
Campaign Log found near the back of this rulebook. Feel free to photocopy it. That Log also 
allows you to grade your performance and determine a final score once the dust has settled. 
Play again using a different mix of Characters and try to beat your previous high score!
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Each player begins by shuffling their deck and 
drawing 5 cards. After seeing the cards in the 
opening Line-Up and the cards each player 
has drawn, the team gets to choose who goes 
first this Scenario (and just this Scenario).  
Play will proceed clockwise from that player for 
the rest of the game. On the very first turn  
of the game, skip Steps 2-4 of the Turn 
Sequence. You take your turn by playing cards 
from your hand face up for all players to see.  
This generates Power (the “currency” of the 
game), Move (a resource that allows your 
Character to get to the places you want to be), 
and other effects. 

On your very first turn of the game, the standee 
that represents your Character is not on the 
game board. Choose any of the 10 spaces (5 Locations and 5 Line-Up slots) and place your 
Character there at the start of your first turn. While there are only 5 Line-Up slots, each of the 
10 spaces of the city are part of the Line-Up.

You may only buy cards in the space where your Character is located (unless a card 
says otherwise). Cards you buy or gain are always immediately placed into your discard 
pile, unless you are instructed otherwise. Discard piles are always face up. Soon they’ll be 
shuffled into your deck, and then you’ll be drawing these newer, more powerful cards into 
your hand so you can play them. Buying powerful cards builds up the effectiveness of your 
deck. That’s why it’s called a “deck-building game.”

You can buy any number of available cards with combined cost less than or equal to the 
amount of Power you have for the turn. For example, your Punch cards each give you +1 
Power. If you draw 4 of them and no other cards with any Power bonuses, your total Power 
for the turn is 4. You can buy a single card with cost 2, 3, or 4, or even 2 cards each with cost 2, 
assuming these options are available at the space where your Character is standing. If you wish 
to buy cards at other spaces, you will need to spend Move to get there (covered on page 11). 
You may buy cards both before and after moving, if you have enough Power. 

Basic cards found on the Locations in the game are low cost and each stack has 5 copies.  
You may only buy 1 Basic card from each stack during your turn. Moving to multiple 
different Locations will allow you to buy 1 Basic card from each different stack. You may pass  
if you cannot buy or do not wish to buy any cards.

ORDER OF PLAYING YOUR CARDS
On your turn, you get to play the cards in your hand in the order of your choice. When you 
play a card, its game text resolves immediately. You do not have to play all of the cards in 
your hand before you start making purchases if you don’t wish to. You may play additional 
cards even after making purchases.

WINNING AND LOSING

TURN SEQUENCE

When you end a Scenario, record the damage on any Locations in the Campaign Log and 
then sort out the cards. All cards you bought or gained are returned to the main deck and 
Basic stacks. You start each Scenario with just your 10-card starting deck. Retrieve any Super-
Villains from the main deck and group all of the Super-Villains together. Destroyed cards are 
not permanently destroyed and will be used in subsequent Scenarios. If a card is “removed 
from the Campaign,” it will not return in any future Scenarios.

If you win, place all of the cards that came from the Scenario Pack back into it for future plays 
(except for Side Mission cards). The cards have a Scenario number and letter at the bottom 
so you can place them back in the correct alphabetical order. You are now ready for the next 
Scenario!

If you lose, you must replay the Scenario. Note that replaying a Scenario subjects the 
Locations to more potential damage! If the Scenario includes Secret Cards passed to the 
players, do not pass them out again during replays. Any cards that were “removed from the 
Campaign” during the Scenario return for the replay.

If you beat a Scenario the first time you attempt it, check the “1” box for that Scenario on the 
Campaign Log. If you beat it on your second try, check the box under the “2.” If you fail your 
second attempt, check the Failed box, and then move on to the next Scenario. 

“At the start of your turn” effects happen.
Villains at their Destination or sharing a space with the active player’s Character 
Attack only the active player. Resolve them in the order of your choosing.
Villains not sharing a space with a Character move 1 space towards their 
Destination by the shortest path. In case of a tie, move the Villain clockwise.
Add the top card of the main deck to the Line-Up slot with the fewest cards 
(including Villains). If there is a tie, the lower slot number wins the tie. When 
adding cards to the Line-Up, only slots between Locations are Line-Up slots. 
Play cards from your hand.
Total up your Move and Power. Use your Move to travel around the city.  
Buy cards in your space with combined cost less than or equal to your Power 
total. As soon as you buy or gain a card, place it into your discard pile, unless 
instructed otherwise. You may play additional cards even after making purchases 
or moving.

On the very first turn of the game, skip Steps 2-4 of the Turn Sequence.

STEP 1
STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

GAMEPLAY
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SAMPLE TURN SEQUENCE

After shuffling up your starting cards, you draw a hand of 4 Punches and 1 Run for your 
first turn. You may play the 4 Punches for a total of 4 Power, which is enough to buy Green 
Arrow. You decide to place your Character onto the 4-cost Hero. Because you now share a 
space with that card, you may buy it. After buying it, you put it into your discard pile. The Run 
provides you with no additional Power, but does allow you to move up to 2 spaces before 
or after buying cards. After buying your card, you decide to move 1 space onto an adjacent 
Location. 

1. Announce that you are ending your turn. Your turn is now over.
2. Place any cards remaining in your hand into your discard pile.
3. Resolve any “at the end of your turn” effects.
4. Place all the cards you played into your discard pile. Any unspent Power is lost.
5. Draw 5 cards.
6. The next player starts their turn.

END OF TURN

After your Character enters play at the start of your first turn of the game, you must spend 
Move to get around the city. Your 3 Run cards and your Helping Hand will help you get 
around early in the game, but many cards in the main deck and Basic stacks also grant  
Move and other ways to get around. When you play a Run, it gives you Move 2. Playing 
multiple cards with Move will increase your Move value for the turn even more. You may 
spend your Move at any time, so you don’t have to move your Character the moment you 
play a Move card.

Your Helping Hand Starter card is a bit different. It doesn’t have a Move value. Instead,  
it lets you choose a player (any player, not just one at Range: 0) and that player may move 
their Character 1 space. You may choose yourself or a teammate. Note that the card has the 
subtype Move, even though it doesn’t grant a Move value. Any card that can get a Character 
around the city has the subtype “Move.”

Moving allows you to get to the spaces where the cards you want to buy can be found. If you 
have no Move or other means to get around, your Character will be stuck where they are 
and will only be able to buy cards at that spot. If you have no Move cards in your hand,  
ask your teammates for help (especially with a Helping Hand).

• Spend 1 Move to move into an adjacent space.
• The 5 Line-Up slots and 5 Locations are all considered part of “the Line-Up,”  

and each counts as a space.
• You may move back into a space you previously occupied in the same turn  

(still costs 1 Move).
• Any number of Characters may occupy the same space.
• You may move your Character before and/or after buying cards (or defeating Villains).

With 3 Power and 4 Move during his first turn of the game, Batman could buy the 
Grappling Hook card here, and then move onto Major Disaster to prevent him from 
moving toward his Destination. He could also spend some of his Move to move past  

the Villain into Line-Up Slot 2 ... or even go the other way!

MOVING YOUR CHARACTER
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Villains (which includes regular Villains and Super-Villains) are all shuffled into the main  
deck at the start of each game and there could be multiple Super-Villains terrorizing the  
city at once!

Each time a Super-Villain enters the Line-Up, move the Threat token up 1 Level on 
the Threat Track. The text at that new Level is immediately in effect. Regular Villains (with 
cost 7 or less) do not cause the Threat Level to increase.

Each Villain has an Attack. When a regular Villain enters the Line-Up, there is no immediate 
effect. When a Super-Villain enters the Line-Up, it makes its Attack against each 
player in the game, and then play continues. Any Villain entering play into the same space 
as a Character does not trigger an Attack against that Character, though a Super-Villain will 
Attack each player as usual as part of its coming into play.

Each Villain has a pentagonal icon in the lower right corner of their art with 
a number from 1-5 in it. That number corresponds with the number tokens on 
the Location tiles. The Villain will be trying to make their way to that Location 
(referred to as their “Destination” in this rulebook). When a Villain reaches 
their Destination, it no longer moves. During Step 2 of each player’s turn,  

that player is attacked by each Villain at its Destination (and any in their space as usual).  
Do whatever you need to do to keep Villains away from their Destinations!

When you defeat a Villain (buying it by paying its cost), you read the Reward text on that 
Villain. Often times you are able to give the bonus to a “target player,” which means any 
player in the game, and you may choose yourself. If a Reward can’t resolve (like gaining a 
card from the destroyed pile when there aren’t any there), the effect simply fizzles and play 
continues. Defeated Villains are destroyed. You will never have a Villain in your deck 
during the Campaign. 

Villains are very active at the beginning of each player’s turn during the Turn Sequence.

Step 2: Villains at their Destination or sharing a space with the active player’s Character 
Attack only the active player (the player who just started their turn). If you are subject to 
multiple Attacks, you may resolve them in the order of your choosing.

Step 3: After resolving all Attacks, Villains not sharing a space with a Character move 1 
space towards their Destination.

Villains take the shortest path to their Destination. If there is a tie for shortest path, they move 
clockwise. Villains already at their Destination do not move. Moving into a space with a 
Character, even the active player’s Character, does not trigger any Attacks.

Several cards in the set allow you to move Villains. You may move a Villain whether they are 
at their Destination, sharing a space with a Character, or sharing a space with other Villains. 
You suffer no penalties for entering a Villain’s space or when a Villain enters your space.

During Step 3 of the Turn Sequence, Villains sharing a space with 1 or more Characters do 
not move. Keeping Villains away from their Destinations is a very important part of the game, 
so correctly positioning your Character every turn is critical.

It will also be important to understand the direction that nearby Villains are going to be 
moving. Often times a Character will not be able to move into a Villain’s space during  
their turn, but they can move close enough to intercept that Villain before they reach 
their Destination.

A few things to remember:

• A Villain does not Attack you if it moves into your Character’s space during Step 3 of 
ANY player’s Turn Sequence.

• If it is not your turn, you are not subject to Attacks, except by Super-Villains entering play.
• When 1 or more Villains are in your Character’s space at the start of your turn, they will 

all Attack you in the order of your choosing. You may utilize Defense cards to avoid these 
Attacks.

• If a Threat tile allows Super-Villains to move out of your space, they will Attack you in Step 
2 of the Turn Sequence (because they share a space with you at the start of your turn), 
and then move out of your space during Step 3.

• By ending your turn in a space with a Villain, or positioning yourself to intercept a Villain 
as it moves towards its Destination, you are literally protecting your teammates and the 
Locations from Attacks. You are then at risk of being Attacked at the start of your next turn, 
unless your teammates manage to defeat the Villain, move you away from the Villain,  
or move the Villain away from you before your next turn.

PREVENTING VILLAIN MOVEMENTVILLAINS

ADDITIONAL RULES

ATTACKS AND DEFENSES 
Only Villains in Rebirth have Attacks. When Super-Villains first enter the Line-Up, they make 
their Attack against each player in the game, no matter where they are. Attacks made by 
Villains already in the Line-Up are only against the active player at the start of their turn.  
An Attack is a detrimental effect that you will want to prevent with a Defense card (if you  
have one in your hand).

When you are Attacked, you have the opportunity to utilize a 
card with a Defense ability. A “Defense” card is a card that has 
the Defense keyword in its game text. A player may only utilize 
1 Defense card per Attack. If a player doesn’t avoid the Attack, they 
are immediately affected by the Attack text. However, if the Attack 
requires interaction among the players (like passing cards), the 
Attack won’t resolve against any players until each player has had a 
chance to avoid it. If a player avoids an Attack that would have them 
pass or receive cards, they do neither. A passed card would skip to 
the next player.
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RANGE
Many cards (including all Assist cards) list a “Range.” Since position matters in this game, 
so too does your proximity to Villains and other Characters. Each Line-Up slot and Location 
tile is a space. The space your Character occupies is Range: 0, each space adjacent to 
your Character is within Range: 1, and so on. To Assist another Character or use an effect 
against a Villain, the target must be within the Range listed on your card, which can be 
counted in either direction away from your Character towards a target. If a Character is not 
in Range, they could move into Range of your Assist card, and then move back to where 
they need to be ... if they have enough Move.

DC SUPER HEROES / CHARACTERS
Your Super Hero card gives you an ability that you may choose 
to use, typically during your turn. Some Super Hero cards 
have benefits even during other players’ turns. If a Super Hero 
allows you to target a player, you may even choose yourself.

Your Super Hero is the card you keep in front of you. Your 
Character is the standee that represents your Super Hero in 
the city. Villains are not Characters and cannot be chosen as 
targets for effects that target “Characters.”

ASSIST
Assist is a keyword found on many of the cards in this set. An “Assist” card is a card that has 
the Assist keyword in its game text. It means: “You may play this card during another player’s 
turn. If you do, that player gains all benefits from the game text on this card.” You may also 
play Assist cards during your own turn to help yourself as usual.

If you play an Assist card that says “Draw a card” during another player’s turn, they draw 
a card, not you. If a card references “your discard pile,” it is referring to the active player’s 
discard pile, not the Assisting player’s. When a player Assists you, you are not playing that 
card, so you won’t trigger any bonuses for playing that Assist card. Playing an Assist card 
during another player’s turn will mean you are down a card for your next turn. You do not 
draw a new card to replace the Assist card.

Text that appears at the end of the Defense text (after the word 
Attack) is a bonus for avoiding the Attack. That text is only 
resolved if the card was used to avoid an Attack. The text above 
the word Defense is the only thing that resolves when you play 
the card during your turn just like any other card. A Defense that 
is discarded to avoid an Attack does not count as having been 
“played” that turn. It won’t count towards Super Hero abilities, 
etc. A Defense that is “revealed” remains in your hand.

Some Defense bonuses allow your Character to move. If a 
Character moves out of a space where multiple Villains are 
attacking, moving away will negate each of the subsequent 

Attacks, unless a Villain is at their Destination. A Villain at their Destination Attacks that player 
at their start of the turn no matter where they are. Moving into a new space does not trigger 
additional Attacks from Villains in the new space.

Some Defense cards have a Range listed in the Defense text. This means the card may be 
utilized to help other Characters avoid an Attack. Note that you must be within Range of  
the Character you wish to aid, not within Range of the Villain making the Attack. If a  
Defense does not have a Range listed in the Defense text, the card may only be used to 
protect yourself (Super-Suit being an exception). When an Attack hits multiple players,  
the players may resolve the Attacks in any order. Some Defenses allow a player to protect 
multiple Characters.

Batman asks his teammates for advice on what to do with his 3 Power. Wonder Woman 
reveals Green Arrow, a +2 Power Assist card with Range: 4 from her hand. Batman asks 
for her assistance as it would allow him to defeat the Villain! She plays the Green Arrow 
card to Assist a target up to 4 spaces away. Batman is 3 spaces away, so he is a legal 

target. With 5 Power, Batman defeats Major Disaster. Wonder Woman then discards her 
Green Arrow card to her own discard pile.

If Wonder Woman’s Assist card only had Range: 1, it would have been wise for her 
to mention that to Batman at the start of his turn, and certainly before he played the 

Grappling Hook. Knowing that, he might have moved to Line-Up Slot 5, and then pulled 
the Villain closer to Wonder Woman to stay in range of her Assist.

Batman plays his Grappling Hook card to move a Villain “within Range: 2” to his space. 
Major Disaster is 1 space away, so he is a legal target, and is pulled to Batman’s space. 

Moving a Villain off of its Destination will prevent it from attacking each player at the 
start of their turn.
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RESOLVING CARD EFFECTS
When you play a card that triggers another effect,  
like on your Super Hero or a card you have in play, fully resolve the card you are playing 
before resolving any secondary effects triggered by your card play.

YOU NOW KNOW ENOUGH TO BEGIN THE CAMPAIGN!
Consult the following pages if you have questions about specific cards or alternate play 
modes, or are directed to by a Scenario.

GAINING CARDS
When a card tells a player to gain a particular card or  
a card of your choice, that card is taken and immediately 
placed in that player’s discard pile at no additional cost, 
unless otherwise directed by the card.  If a card tells you 
to gain a card with a specific name, card type, or cost 
and there are none available, you simply don’t gain  
the card.

DESTROYING CARDS
Some cards have an ability that allows you to destroy
a card from your hand, your deck, or your discard pile. 
When you destroy a card, place it into a face-up pile 
of destroyed cards anywhere away from the play area, 
removing it from your deck. You will often get to choose 
which of your cards to destroy. Destroying Starter  
and Weakness cards will improve your deck greatly!  
If Weaknesses and Basic Cards are destroyed, they do not 
go back to their respective stacks.

SHUFFLING YOUR DECK
You don’t shuffle your discard pile and make it your new deck as soon as you run out of cards. 
However, at any point during the game if there are no cards in your deck and you need to draw, 
discard, or reveal a card from your deck, immediately reshuffle your discard pile, and it becomes 
your new deck.

TARGET
Some cards in this set use the word “target.” Examples are “target player,” “target Villain,”  
or “target Character.” A target is something or someone that you can affect with a card or effect 
you generate. There is no Range involved unless the card specifically says so.

“Target player” can be any player in the game ... even you!

LOCATION TILES AND BASIC CARDS
Each Location tile has 2 sides: One with a payment ability (Side A) and the other side with a 
Basic stack card name (Side B). A = Ability; B = Basic.

A payment ability costs either Power, Move, or a discard from your hand. To use a Location 
payment ability, your Character must be at that Location. After generating Power or Move, you 
may then spend some of that resource to pay for the ability on the tile. This lowers your total count 
of that resource for the turn. You may only use the payment ability at each Location once 
per turn. You may move to multiple Locations and use each  
of their payment abilities once per turn.

Basic is a new card type found in Rebirth. After setting up your 5 Locations, 2 or 3 of them will 
require a Basic stack.

Each Basic stack contains 5 face-up cards that are all the 
same and have a cost of 2 or 3. These are building block 
cards much like the Kicks most Cerberus games have. Your 
character must be on a Location tile with a Basic stack to be 
able to buy a card from that stack.

You may only buy 1 card from each different Basic 
stack during your turn. You may, however, buy 1 from 
each different Location you occupy during your turn, 
assuming cards are available there. You may still gain a 
Basic card from a stack (with a card like Withdrawal),  
even after buying 1. 

Non-Basic cards can end up on Locations due to card effects and Villain movement.

DAMAGING LOCATIONS
Each Location has 5 “Hit Points.” Each time a Super-Villain makes an Attack while at their 
Destination, and it is not avoided, place a Damage token on that Location. If it is avoided,  
do not place a token on the Location. Regular Villains do not cause damage to Locations.  
As soon as a Location has 5 Damage tokens on it, remove them and place a Destroyed  
token on that Location. Remove all Basic cards from a Destroyed Location immediately,  
and the ability of that Location cannot be used.

Damage on Locations is permanent! Keep track of the damage from Scenario to Scenario 
using the Campaign Log in the back of the rulebook. You will discover only a couple of  
ways to repair a damaged or destroyed Location. In future Scenarios, you must place a 

“Destroyed” token on a destroyed Location when it is used during a Scenario. Do not  
place any Basic cards on it, and its payment ability cannot be used. A destroyed Location  
still gets a Destination token and Villains will still move towards it. Do not add damage tokens  
to destroyed Locations. If you manage to repair each of your destroyed Locations, you will 
still qualify for the “No Locations Destroyed” points on the Campaign Log. 

WEAKNESS
Some Villain Attacks will cause you to gain these worthless cards. You cannot buy them from 
their stack. Destroyed Weakness cards are returned to their stack. If the Weakness 
stack runs out, effects that would cause a player to gain a Weakness do not do so, but any 
other effects those cards have still resolve as usual. The -1 VP is meaningless in Rebirth unless 
you are playing Competitive Mode (see page 19).
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Once during each of your turns, you may place an Assist card from your hand onto your 
Super Hero card. This is not considered playing the card. During your turn, if you have an 
Assist card on your Super Hero card from the previous turn, you must play it. It is played 
directly from your Super Hero card. It does not enter your hand. You may play your Assist 
card at any point before the end of your turn. You may not add a new Assist card to your 
Super Hero card until you have cleared the card from the previous turn, if any. 
For the less cooperative folks out there, get ready for a whole new experience! Don’t use the 
Scenario parameters, Secret Cards, or Side Missions. Players should agree on whether or not 

to use Signature cards and how many. Flip the Threat Track over to the Competitive side and 
play each game as a one-shot experience. Shuffle the 8 Super-Villains and deal 2 each into 
Stacks 2-5, shuffle each stack separately, then combine them. Remove each Villain from the 
initial 5-card Line-Up, then replace them. “Replace” means adding the top card of the main 
deck to that Line-Up slot.

In Competitive Mode Rebirth, you collect the Villains you defeat (place them in a nearby 
pile, like under your Super Hero card, not into your deck) and add them to your final score 
when the game ends. The game can end by running out of time, running out of cards in the 
main deck, or by defeating 5 Super-Villains before time runs out. No matter how the game 
ends, each player tallies up all their Victory Points, with the winner being the player with the 
most. If there is a tie, the tied played with more defeated Super-Villains wins.

The best way to play this mode is 4-player 2v2 teams. Add both players’ VPs together to get 
your team score. If you have fewer than 4 players, or want a free-for-all, use the Solo Mode 
ability to place an Assist card on your Super Hero card to be used during your following turn.
Do not use allies.

You can even run a Competitive Campaign, though it uses none of the Scenario Pack features. 
At the start of each game, grab 5 random Locations, then shuffle and mix them up front to 
back as well. As you place them, make sure that neither side (A or B) appears more than 
3 times. Keep track of damage on Locations from game to game. Have each player start 
with all 3 of their Signature cards in Game 1, replacing Punches as usual. When a player 
wins a game, they remove 1 Signature card from their deck (gaining back a Punch) for the 
remaining games. The winner of the Campaign will be the first player to win 2 games.
On Moving Villains: Several cards allow Characters to move Villains. This movement is not  
stopped by Characters. Only Villain movement during Step 3 of the Turn Sequence is prevented  
by Characters.

Arkham Asylum (A): You must move the Villain 1 space closer to Arkham Asylum by the  
shortest path.

Batman (6): If your Character is Batman, and you avoid a regular Villain Attack (defeating it), your 
Super Hero ability triggers twice, and you choose the second target only after the first has resolved.

Players will have a few chances to earn Signature cards for their Super Hero’s starting deck 
throughout the Campaign. When you do unwrap them, just remove the cards you need from 
the stack and leave the rest, so you don’t spoil any surprises in future run-throughs of the 
Campaign with a different mix of Super Heroes.

Signature cards have the Super Hero’s name and the card number on the right side of the 
middle info bar. Earning a Signature card permanently modifies your Super Hero’s starting 
deck of 10 cards at the start of each subsequent Scenario. When you earn a Signature card, 
remove a Punch in your starting deck from the Campaign. All of these cards have a cost of  
0. Signature card #1 for each Super Hero has the card type Starter. The rest have a variety  
of types.

Starting with the second Scenario, 3 Side Missions are available. You will find them in the 
Scenario #2 Pack. Read all the cards to your team at the start of Scenario #2. Keep them 
handy during this and future Scenarios, but remove each one from the Campaign as it is 
completed. They may be completed at any time, but each of them may only be completed 
once per Campaign. You may complete multiple Side Missions during a Scenario, though 
that won’t be easy. Completing Side Missions adds to your point total on the Campaign Log.

Two of the missions will add a new card to the main deck starting with the next time you 
play, even if that next time is a replay of a Scenario. The third mission will repair a damaged 
or destroyed Location. When you complete the repair mission, remove all Damage and 
Destroyed tokens from that Location. The Location resets to its full 5 Hit Points, and if it’s a (B) 
Location, place its Basic cards on it. The Location may be utilized immediately.
In Solo Mode, it’s all up to you, but you have an ally to help you out. Follow each Scenario 
card as usual. 

Choose an ally Character, then grab their Super Hero card and standee. When your standee 
enters play at the start of your first turn, place your ally’s standee in that same space. During 
your turn, you may spend Move to move your ally as if they were your own Character. Your 
ally has no deck or abilities. In addition, they can’t use payment abilities and can’t buy any 
cards. What your ally does do is hold Villains in place for a few turns until you are ready to 
deal with them.

Each time your ally is hit by 1 or more Attacks by Villains in their space (not Super-
Villains entering play in other spaces), place a Weakness from the stack onto their 
Super Hero card.

When there are 3 Weakness cards on your ally, remove their standee from play at the end 
of your turn and place it on their Super Hero card. Each time a Super-Villain is defeated, 
remove all Weakness cards from your ally and place them back on the Weakness stack.  
If your ally’s standee is not in the Line-Up, place it into your space.

SIDE MISSIONS

SOLO MODE

SPECIFIC CARD CLARIFICATIONS

COMPETITIVE MODE

SIGNATURE CARDS
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Scenario 3 (Spoiler Warning!): A Super-Villain with “All” 
Destinations will cause damage to any Location from which he 
makes an Attack. If the Attack is avoided, he does not deal damage 
to the Location, and he does not move as part of the Attack. If his 
Attack is not avoided, he will move clockwise, even if he is sharing 
a space with a Character. After Attacking and possibly moving as a 
result of that, if he is now not sharing a space with a Character, he 
will move clockwise towards the next Destination during Step 3 of 
the Turn Sequence.
The best way to mix things up is to add cards from other Cerberus 
games into Rebirth. Cards from this game can be added to 
other games, but note that all Villains in Rebirth simply have an 
Attack (targeting each foe in a competitive game). They might be 
underpowered mixed in with other sets, although their Rewards and 
increased VP should offset that. Instead, try adding Villains and 

Super-Villains with Attacks from other sets into Rebirth’s main deck. First Appearance—Attacks are 
simply regular Attacks in Rebirth, although they act like FAAs when the Super-Villain first enters the 
Line-Up.

The added Villains won’t have Destinations on them, so grab a few six-sided dice. When a non-
Rebirth Villain enters the Line-Up, roll a six-sided die for their Destination. Place the die on their  
card so you don’t have to remember which Location is their Destination. If you roll a 6, choose  
any Destination number you want. Non-Rebirth Villains have more dangerous Attacks, so you  
will need the help.

The added Villains won’t have Rewards on them. Consult the chart below for the Reward when you 
defeat non-Rebirth Villains:

         Cost Reward
        1-2: Reveal the top card of the main deck.
        3-4: Target player may put a Starter from their discard pile into their hand.
        5-6: Target player may destroy a card in their hand.
        7-8: Target player draws a card.
        9-10: Each player may put a card from their discard pile on the bottom of their deck.
       11-12: Each player may draw a card, and then discard a card.
       13-14: Each player may destroy a card in their hand or discard pile.
         15+: Each player draws a card.

Consider all Confrontations Assist cards to have “Range: 2.” When playing Confrontations with 
Rebirth cards, your partner is at Range: 0.

MIXING REBIRTH WITH OTHER CERBERUS GAMES

Blue Beetle, Hard Water Bubble: You may use this to protect yourself or a friend within Range of 
your Character. If it’s their turn, they get the Power bonus. If you defend yourself against a Super-
Villain Attack as it enters the Line-Up during another player’s turn, you cannot use that Power.

Contained, Electrified Field: These cards use the CONTAINED token.  
A Contained Villain may be moved by player action (and retains the token),  
but won’t move towards its Destination in Step 3 of the Turn Sequence.

Count Vertigo: If your hand has less than 2 Power, you will discard your  
entire hand.

Despero: If only a single player fails to avoid this Attack, that player will pass a 
card to their own discard pile.

Doctor Fate: If a target is involved in the Reward, you may choose a different target each time.

General Zod: You choose which cards to destroy, and you may 
destroy up to a maximum of 3 total cards.

Helping Hand: Note that only the Assist has Range: 0 (in your 
same space). The ability to allow another player to move their 
Character 1 space has no Range. If you Assist a Character in your 
space (giving them +1 Power during their turn), they choose who 
gets the move option. This movement effect does not generate 

“Move” that can be spent on payment abilities, etc.

Holographic Computing, Trident of Atlantis: If a Threat tile 
prevents buying cards where Villains are present, these cards do not 
get around that.

Jetpack: You must decide whether or not to place this card on your 
new space immediately. You may buy it back if you wish.

Police Station (A): You may put the card you discarded as the payment onto the bottom of your 
deck.

Reverse-Flash: His double movement is still stopped by Characters.

Sonic Cannon: You may move Villains in your space in either direction.

Superman (7): Be sure your Character is in position before you play this card! When you play this 
card and choose to move, all Villains (which includes Super-Villains) in your space move with your 
Character. Other Villains in spaces you move into are “picked up” and will move with your character. 
Once you choose to stop moving, perform an action other than moving, or your Move runs out, 
 the Villains are then “dropped off” and won’t move with you again this turn. If your next move is 

“placing your Character on any space,” Villains do not move with you (same goes for Whoosh!).

Superman (Super Hero), Speed Force: You may choose to resolve the “during your turn” effect at 
any point during your turn

The Flash (6): When you play this card, his Power locks in and won’t rise or fall this turn.

The Flash (Super Hero), Batmobile, Blast, Carry On: You do not need to utilize the payment 
ability immediately upon playing these cards. You may activate this payment ability any number of 
times during your turn.
Tomorrow’s Headline: You do not get to look at the “next 2” cards of the main deck. If you choose 
to remove it from the top of the main deck, the card you looked at becomes the third card down.

Wonder Woman’s Shield, Batmobile: These cards must be in play to be utilized as Defenses.
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In this box you will find two special cards. These are for the  
DC Deck-Building Game Multiverse Box, a large and sturdy box 
that can hold a ton of cards! The plastic tab is used in the box to keep 

your Rebirth cards separate from the rest. The Randomizer card is used 
in a special Multiverse game format, in which you get to use your entire 
collection at certain points during the game! The Multiverse Box also 

includes over 50 new cards that enhance the new game format.
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